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New Beginnings!
I can’t believe we are beginning our ninth year! Claudia and I began working
on AFm in year three, so its been quite a while. Of course, when we talk to
the publishers of The Glade and U.S. and International Archer, they roll their
eyes because they’ve been in business for over twenty years, but I still feel a
quite a sense of accomplishment and we are still committed to our mission,
which is to help archers of all stripes become better archers.
And, of course, we owe our continued existence to all of you who write
for us. This issue being no exception, we have a new author, Joe Becker, for
you to enjoy. And a whole bevy of returning archers including Dr. Jeff
Marsick and a British trifecta—Harjinder Obhi, Murray Elliot, and Joe
Tapley. Rule Britannia!
We do not, though, have an article from Annette Musta, who has been
quite busy—having a baby! Little Aemilia Margit Musta (7 lb, 10 oz, 20.5
inches—see photo below) was born December 21st at 12:02 AM. Aemilia is
AFm’s first brand new family member! (Hey, new authors are one thing, new
archers another!) We wish Annette, Russell, and Baby Aemilia a very happy
Year 1!
We sincerely hope you enjoy this issue and all of 2005!

ARCHERY FOCUS is published bi-monthly by
Satchmo Productions, 12890 Greenhorn Road,
Grass Valley, CA 95945. Postage paid at Amherst
Junction, WI and additional mailing offices.
Subscriptions
One year (6 issues) subscription rate is US$26,
12890 Greenhorn Road, Grass Valley, CA
95945. International prices upon request. Please
telephone 800.671.1140 or send a fax to
530.477.8384 for subscription rates.
Editorial Submissions
Please submit editorial materials to: Archery
Focus magazine, 12890 Greenhorn Road, Grass
Valley, CA 95945 or email us at claudia@archeryfocus.com or fax us at 530.477.8384
The views published within this publication are those of the contributing writers
and do not necessarily represent the opinion of Archery Focus magazine.
Pre-Press and Printing by Signature
Press, Inc. of Amherst Junction, WI.

Aemilia Margit Musta, Year 1, Day 1
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Jason Butler
Start Early and Keep Your Bow in Shooting Shape

Off-Season Maintenance 101
It was a clear, calm, lazy March evening. I wasn’t
doing anything worth a hoot, so I headed downstairs to my bow shop to fiddle. Messing with
bowhunting gear in March seems foreign to some.
Deer season has winded well down across the country, so March is a little too soon for many archers to
tinker with archery gear. For me, it’s just the opposite. It’s the start of my off-season maintenance regimen.

Bowhunting

S

Soon I’ll be busy fine-tuning a handful of sight
pins in preparation for spring turkey, black bear,
and maybe some porkers. I want my bow shooting as good now as it does during the fall
months. Late winter and early spring is no time
to let your bow gather dust if you are a dedicated bowhunter. Pony up.
There are about a dozen things that I think
require doing at this time in my shop. All relate
to my bow, but if I’m a little short on arrows I
might go ahead and order a dozen, and get them
fletched and ready in my spare time. Other than
that, it’s just a matter of a few odds-and-ends.
I strongly believe that way too many
bowhunters wait until too late in the year to
begin preparing for the season ahead. It’s a common scenario. A man in a rush takes shortcuts.
Shortcutting your hunting equipment isn’t good
business. Even if you’re super-busy, there’s always
a half-hour here, half-hour there you could use
for equipment maintenance or setup.
A case in point: a good friend of mine was
short on cash last year. Like a nimrod, he began
playing with his archery gear only a month
before deer season. He had only five good arrows
left from the previous fall and no money at the
time to buy any new ones. If he would have
taken some initiative months before, I’m sure he
could have budgeted less than 100 dollars for a
spanking new dozen. If you start your season out
with only five good arrows, maybe you should
get your head checked.
a r c h e r y
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Over time a string loop can wear out at its contact point. It’s
critical to check this for failsafe shooting.

I keep a watchful eye on my bowstring and harness all year long, and as long as they’re not too
worn (frayed), I won’t replace them. I always
lubricate both with a good silicone-based wax
every few weeks. If you need a new string, now is
a good time to replace it and work it in. It takes
several hundred shots for any new string to
stretch itself out. Give yourself time to do just
that in a non-hurried fashion.
String stretch is another problem all its own.
All bowstrings will stretch to some extent, even
top-dollar ones sold by private string making
companies. Even after their break-in period,
they’ll creep from time to time. The good ones
just stretch less, which is a blessing. But you still
have to monitor them regularly. If not, accuracy
will suffer. I’ve used Winner’s Choice custom
bowstrings for several years with no complaints.
I always use the factory string that comes on a
bow as backup.
Measure your axle-to-axle length with a steel
tape and write down the number on a notepad.
Every week double-check this. If I’ve been shooting regularly and my bowstring stretches even

f o c u s

years of hardcore use to evaluate. It seems everybody’s
taste is a little different. Just make darned sure it’s quiet
and dependable and provides excellent arrow flight
through paper.
Just last year I bought one of the most expensive
drop-away arrow rests on the market because it looked
good and I’d read several articles praising it to the skies.
After getting it in the mail I took it outside one day and
it shot like a champ. Three shots and I was tearing bullet
holes through paper with a bare-shaft from 10-feet. The
only problem is it sounded like a .22 rifle crack when I
shot. The internal mechanism of the rest twanged like
nobody’s business, and there was no way to silence it. A
week later I sent it back for a refund. Advertising hype is
not always what it is cracked up to be. Experiment and
be cautious.

A dependable, rugged arrow rest will last you years of enjoyable shooting
... if you maintain it according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

one 16th of an inch, I’ll put the bow in a press and twist
the string to get my original length back. You should also
keep a check on your string’s nocking point. If your bowstring stretches, this will alter, a telltale giveaway that
your string needs some loving.
String serving is equally important. I shoot a string
loop, and after time the tension on the loop knots from
constant drawing can separate the serving. Even if the
serving doesn’t look too bad, I still re-serve mine during
my off-season checkup. That will last until closing time
on hunting season almost a year away—and I shoot a lot.
I use center serving from BCY. It holds tight. I also put
a new string loop on after installing my brand new serving every year. Again, this is cheap insurance for successful hunting.

Hunting release aids are built tough. Keep them oiled to keep them working properly. Check the manufacturer’s instructions.

T

Take a look at your arrow rest and bow sight, two key
add-ons. I’ve used many different arrow rests, including
some of the top-end drop-away styles that are increasingly popular. I think a good hunting rest takes several

During my off-season checkup I generally just make sure
all of my bolts are still tight and that nothing has moved,
redabbing those with Fletch-Tite. Generally I’ll take a little oil, sandpaper, and a piece of steel wool and clean any
light rust off of anything metal on my bow that may have
accumulated from moisture throughout hunting season.
I will also replace felt linings or shrink tubing on my
arrow rest to keep my arrow quiet when I draw.
I love a simple bowsight: five or six fiber-optic fixed
pins on a solid track beneath a solid pin guard. Personally
I dislike anything that moves or is complicated, but
whatever works is worth sticking with. In the off-season
I may have to replace a sight pin or two. Occasionally
fiber-optic pins will crack from normal wear-and-tear in
the field.
More than likely you let go of your bowstring with a
release aid. Generally, hunting style release aids last until
you lose them or give them away. I’ll lubricate my release

String silencers should be changed every year to get the most out of them.
a r c h e r y
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Finally, I replace my string silencers. Rubber
silencers wear out over time and lose their ability to
absorb vibration associated with twanging. Call me an
old dog, but I still favor rubber cat whiskers. They’re simple, waterproof, and work reasonably well. Many
bowhunters favor string Leeches from Sims Vibration
Laboratory. I’ve tried these several times but they don’t
seem durable enough for me. Cat whiskers have never let
me down, do not absorb water, and work well in both
warm and cool temperatures.

S

So you see, a very little maintenance in the off-season
goes a long way when the next season rolls around.
Hunters who wait too long and are not able to do all or
any of their own checkup work run the risk of hasty
equipment. Archers who just pick up their bows the following season and never look at a thing run the risk of
low confidence and failure. Just like changing your vehicle’s oil every 3000 miles, bow maintenance is extremely
important and will ensure confidence in your well-maintained equipment. Personally, I don’t know how anyone
could bow hunt without both.

A string harness wears where contact is made with the cable slide. These
contact points are where you should apply a liberal coat of string wax regulary. And while you are at it, wax the string, too.

aids every couple of months. I shoot both wrist strap and
handheld models that I can stick in my pocket. I find
that wrist strap models can be irritating sometimes when
bowhunting. I find myself using them less and less. The
dang thing always seems to get in the way when you’re
trying to put up a stand, glass with binoculars, etc.
Whatever style you choose, keep a spare in your backpack.
It’s another good idea to break your bow down in a
press, take the axles out of both ends and remove the
cams or cam/wheel. Roll the axles on a tabletop to double check straightness. I lubricate these with a non-penetrating silicone lubricant. Cam bushings are small but
instrumental. After you put the axles back in, move the
bottom cam and top wheel side-to-side with your thumb
and forefinger. There should be little movement. If
movement between axle holes seems excessive, it’s time to
get new bushings.

Jason Butler is a freelance outdoor writer and
photographer who lives in Richmond, VA. As
much as Jason likes writing about the outdoors,
he’d rather be there.

Spring shooting with friends is fun and worthwhile. It will mean more
animals in the bag in the fall.
a r c h e r y
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Jennifer Fonua

Recurve Tech 100

Warming Up . . .
When people think of the physical aspect of archery,
they usually conclude that archery is not a very hard
or physically challenging sport. But archery is a sport
that requires you to do quite a bit of physical activity. Especially in the outdoor season, when you are
shooting for four to six hours in the sun and walking back and forth between the target and the shooting line. And, your performance is directly related to
your physical condition. This is why it is important
for you to be both physically active and do strengthbuilding exercises.

B

Before you begin shooting, you should always
warm up your muscles. If you just jump in and
start shooting without warming up, you put
yourself at a higher risk of muscle injuries.
Warming up your muscles should be a regular
thing you do before shooting. It is also good to
stretch and warm up at least 10 minutes a day,
three times a week, to increase your overall flexibility.
One of the first stretches that I was taught as
a young JOAD archer was to stretch out my
arms, shoulders, and back muscles. These muscles are easy to stretch
and there is no specific
order in which you
need to do these. Start
by pulling your right
arm across your chest
and placing your left
hand on your right
elbow. Turn your head,
looking in the opposite
direction of the pull.
Pull your arm and
shoulder toward your chest. Try doing this without turning your torso. Hold each of these

stretches for about 10 – 15 seconds. Release your
right arm, and repeat with your left arm. Another
good stretch is to lift your right arm straight over
your head. Bend your arm at the elbow so that
your hand is behind your head. Pull your elbow
with the opposite hand. Hold this stretch. This
one will stretch your shoulder and back. Repeat
this on the other side. Another good one is to
interweave your fingers behind your back and
pull your arms upward. Also try interweaving
your fingers again and stretch straight up above
your head in front. A good stretching exercise for
your back is to interweave your fingers while sitting or standing with your fingers behind your
head as if you were doing a sit-up. Extend your
elbows backward while pushing your chest forward. All of these stretches are great for your
shoulders and back muscles.

C

Cardiovascular exercise is also a very important
thing for archers. There have been studies done
that have shown that the quality of shooting is
directly related to an archer’s resting heart rate.
Doing some cardio activity for 20 minutes a day,
three days a week, will
greatly decrease your
resting heart rate. A low
resting heart rate is ideal
for an archer, because it
will help you to control
your breathing while at
full draw. Imagine yourself shooting at a tournament. Your heart rate
increases in stressful situations, so that if you
are in good cardio shape, it will help you to control your breathing and keep your heart rate

“Your performance is
directly related to the physical condition that you are
in. This is why it is important for you to be both
physically active and do
strength-building exercises.”
a r c h e r y
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lower more efficiently while at full draw. You should aim
to do cardio activities at least three times a week for at
least 30 minutes a time. The duration of your workout
should depend on the intensity of your workout. The
higher the intensity the shorter you need to go, whereas
the lower your intensity level the longer you will need to
work out. If you are just beginning a cardio routine,
always start slowly and work your way up. Try walking
for 15-30 minutes, three days a week, then work to
increase the walking to running for 15-30 minutes. The
average time it takes to build a strong cardio routine is
about six weeks. So be gradual and don’t overdo it.
Eventually you will be running 3-5 days a week with no
problem. Another good indicator of your target cardio
level is to figure out your target heart rate. You need to
be working out at about 60-90% of your maximum
heart rate. To calculate this, you take 220 – age.
Example: If you are 30 years old, 190 (220 – 30 = 190)
is your maximum heart rate. 60% of that maximum
would be 114, and 90% would be 171. To figure these
out you would just take your maximum heart rate (e.g.
190) x 0.60 (for 60%). This would get you your 60% figure, and then do the same for 90% (multiply by 0.90).
These numbers establish the range that you should aim
to have your heart rate during your cardio session to
maximize your workout.
This makes working out seem a little complicated,
but if you first set some goals of what you want to
accomplish during each workout before you workout,
then you will have a more productive cardio session.

With all of these things we have gone over—stretching,
cardio, strength training and proper nutrition, you will
be on track to perform your best at any archery tournament. The earlier you begin such a program the more
quickly you’ll rise to the intermediate or even elite levels.
Good Shooting!

M

Most of the muscles that are used in archery are in the
back and arms, but your legs, hips, and abdominal muscles also play important roles in archery. The muscle
group that gets most often ignored is your abs. That core
section of your body helps you to control body sway and
movement. If you have strong core muscles it will help
you to have better posture, thus better overall form.
Therefore, weight training is also important for
archers. Your goal should be to tone your muscles, not
bulk them up. Your weight training workout should
include both upper and lower body muscles. The best
thing for you to do to determine a good lifting routine is
to talk to a physical trainer, and let them know your
goals. The best goal I can recommend to beginners is to
train for endurance. A certified trainer can help you
determine what exercises to do for each muscle group
you want to work.
And realize that a good cardio and strength regimen
is only good if you complement it with healthful eating.

Jennifer Fonua is one of
Archery Focus magazine‘s
most prolific authors. She
writes on all things
recurve for beginners,
having shot one for many years!
Jennifer currently lives in Salt Lake
City, Utah.
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Murray Elliot

Want to measure your draw weight? Go fish!

Recurve Tech 200

Weigh Your Bow Accurately
I was at a training weekend with the Scottish Squad
and decided it was time to check out my bow. First
things first, I wanted to check my current draw weight.
I got out a traditional spring bow scale – you know the
kind of thing, a long black tube with a big spring in it
and a scale up the side – but I couldn’t quite believe the
reading, so I borrowed another one, and another, and
another. Between four bow scales I read over five
pounds of draw weight difference!

impressed by how light it felt and how easy to
read the display was, even from across the room!
The first problem was how to read the display whilst drawing the bow! Scales in this price
bracket don’t have a “peak hold” function, which
means you have to read the display while simultaneously drawing the bow – a difficult process!
I eventually decided that the best way was to
use the two man approach! I drew the bow while

I’d heard compound archers at competitions
bemoaning the accuracy of these devices when
caught over the 60 lb draw weight limit, but it
hadn’t struck me just how bad they were. Having
worked in the past with strain gauges and their
like, I decided that modern scales just shouldn’t
be that bad, so I went on the lookout for something different.
After some searching I found that there were
several brands of digital fishing scales on the market. Two of the key contenders in the “up to £30”
price bracket were manufactured by companies
called “Rapala” and “Berkeley”, both of which
could measure up to 50 lb – ideal for many
recurves, especially in a club
situation.
A
good
friend of mine,
A. Ron Carmichael from
Texas, sent a
Rapala digital
scale over from
the U.S. for
me to try it
out. (Thanks,
Ron!) When it
arrived, I was

“Between four bow
scales I read over five
pounds of draw weight
difference!”

I

a r c h e r y
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getting a colleague to read off the weight. In the
absence of a colleague, I guess one could also use
a mirror.
This picture (below) illustrates the process.
The safely blunt fish hook simply hooks around
the string and the scales are extremely accurate –
to plus or minus 1 ounce!

f o c u s

I

If someone was to make these with a peak-hold function,
and up to 65 pound measuring capacity, I’d say that they
would very quickly outsell the old traditional spring
scales, but in the meantime I’m happy with my Rapala
scale. The biggest draw-back (excuse the pun) is that
everyone wants to borrow it!

Murray Elliot who lives in
central Scotland is a member of
Scotland’s national archery
squad and is the author of the
popular “Archer’s Reference”
which is available free(!) on the
Internet (in PDF format) at www.archersreference.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk. Sorry compound guys,
this is for recurve shooters only!
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Joe Tapley

Recurve Tech 300

Recurve Bow Stabilisation
There have been numerous previous articles, book
chapters, etc. published about recurve bow stabilisation often identifying the location of the bow centre of gravity (COG) as being the key factor in getting the best stabiliser setup. Most of these publications get it right in saying that the COG should be
located in front of and below the bow grip. This
article is aimed at giving a basic explanation of
why the COG should be located in this area and
suggests an approach to estimating where to put the
COG for a specific bow/arrow combination.

A

An arrow travels in the direction it is pushed. If
the bow rotates while the arrow is being accelerated, the direction the arrow is pushed changes
and the arrow ends up leaving the bow going in
a direction different from the one intended. If
the bow always rotated the same amount and in
the same direction, then you could just move the
bow sight to accommodate the arrow change in
travel direction. Unfortunately, how the bow
rotates from shot to shot changes because of variations in how the archer shoots the bow. In order
to tighten up arrow groups, the amount of bow
rotation needs to be reduced and the archer-generated variations in bow torque need to result in
the smallest variations in bow rotation.
The angle through which a bow rotates
while the arrow is being shot is equal to half of
the bow’s (average) angular acceleration multiplied by the square of the time the arrow is on
the bow string. We can’t do anything about the
time the arrow is on the bow string, so controlling bow rotation means controlling the bow’s
angular acceleration.
The bow’s angular acceleration is equal to
the torque (force times length of the lever) rotating the bow divided by the moment of inertia
(MoI) of the bow. (The MoI of a mass with
a r c h e r y
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respect to a rotation axis is the mass multiplied
by the square of the distance to the axis.) Both
the torque and the MoI depend on the location
of the bow’s rotation axis. For reasons explained
later on, the rotation axis is taken to be through
the throat of the bow grip (the so-called pivot
point).
For a given bow setup, the MoI is more or
less fixed. The torque that generates bow rotation varies with how the archer shoots the arrow,
with both bow hand position and the string
release affecting the torque. In order to minimise
variations in bow rotation, the moment of inertia needs to be made as large as possible with
respect to the torque. This approach also has the
effect of reducing the amount of bow rotation to
a minimum.
A bow with no stabilisers has a moment of
inertia value determined by the masses of the
riser, limbs, etc. and their geometry. To increase
the bow MoI you need to add mass to the bow;
the further away this mass is placed from the
bow grip, the larger the increase. Nominally,
doubling the mass doubles the MoI increase,
whereas doubling the distance quadruples the
MoI increase. So to increase the MoI for a given
increase in bow weight, the further away the
mass is placed from the bow grip the better. This
is the basis for the use of ‘long’ rods as stabilisers.
A consequence of adding stabilisers to increase
the bow MoI is that the bow centre of gravity is
moved further away from the bow grip. The rule
is—to maximize the bow’s moment of inertia, the
bow’s centre of gravity should be as far from the
throat of the bow grip as possible.

T

There are three limitations on how far from the
grip you locate the bow’s centre of gravity. The
first is archer’s preference. Archers often like a

f o c u s

torque, generated by bow recoil, would be the torque
value in the equation for the bow angular acceleration.
The value of this recoil torque varies through the
arrow power stroke, but there is a method of roughly
estimating its average value. We need to estimate both
the force and distance to get the recoil torque, Tr. The
average force is estimated as the arrow, limb, and string
momentum change per second during the power stroke.
The lever distance, as the arrow contacts the string at the
nock, is taken as the perpendicular distance from the
nock to the throat of the grip, that is, Tr = kmvs/t, where
m is the arrow mass, v is the arrow speed exiting from the
bow (for an assumed 100% energy efficient bow), s is the
vertical nock-to-grip distance and t is the time the arrow
is on the bow string. The value k (varying in value
between 0 and 1) is a factor relating mainly to how firm
the archer’s bow arm is. If the bow arm were rock solid,
then k would equal 1. Any backward movement of the
riser during the arrow acceleration will lower the value of
k. There is no simple way for an archer to measure k. and
it will vary from shot to shot, anyway. As an example,
let’s assume k. to have a value of 0.5. Taking typical values of m = 0.018 kg, v = 55 meters/sec, s = 0.05 meters
and t = 0.015 seconds, gives a value of the recoil torque
Tr of around 1.7 newton-meters.

certain ‘feel’ of the bow when holding or shooting it, and
this preference can override any performance considerations. For example, some archers like to place the bow
centre of gravity at the grip to get a ‘balanced’ feel to the
bow, despite this being close to the worst possible position for the COG for torque stabilisation.
The second limitation is overall bow weight. If the
bow is too heavy, then, over a tournament, fatigue will
impact the archer’s technique and aiming ability.
The third limitation is the stiffness of the stabiliser
assembly. While stabiliser-added bow MoI is usually
quoted in terms of mass times distance squared, the realistic MoI depends on how well you feed the nominal stabiliser inertia into the riser. Suppose you have a rubber
long rod stabiliser with a very heavy weight on the end.
If the bow rotates under torque, all that happens is that
the rubber rod bends. All the weight on the end does is
increase the amount the rod bends. You get little effective
added moment of inertia. It’s for this reason that you
remove any flexible parts of a stabiliser, e.g. washers, and
why extenders need to be very stiff. The stiffness of a
long rod drops rapidly as its length increases. At the two
extremes you can use a short, hence stiff, rod with a large
end weight or a long rod with little or no end weight to
achieve the same effect. It’s a balance between bow
weight and creating a wind catcher.

T

The first step in setting up a stabiliser system is to get the
bow’s centre of gravity as far from the bow grip as possible (under the limitations described above). Note that
nothing has been said about what direction the COG is
with respect to the axis of rotation at the grip. It can be
in any direction—forward, down, or back, whatever—
the effect on the bow’s MoI is the same. The second step
is to place the centre of gravity in the best position to
reduce bow rotation and variations in the amount of bow
rotation.
You can divide bow rotation into rotation around
three axes with the torque and bow rotation considerations being very different for each axis. Only rotation
around a horizontal axis where the limb tips travel in a
vertical plane towards and away from the archer is considered here, as this is the one that determines the best
position for the bow COG.
If you stand on a skateboard holding a sledgehammer, if you throw the sledge in one direction you roll in
the opposite direction. Your opposite movement is
termed ‘recoil’ and results from conservation of momentum. When an arrow is being accelerated forwards the
riser similarly recoils backwards. The riser runs into the
bow hand and consequently pivots about the bow hand
pressure point in a direction in which the top limb
rotates towards the archer. This behaviour is why the
throat of the grip is taken as the nominal bow rotation
axis. If the bow COG was located at the grip, then this

In order to reduce the overall torque on the bow,
gravity is used to generate a torque in the opposite direction to the recoil torque by locating the COG forward of
the bow grip and in the same plane as the recoil force.
The gravity torque equals Mgd where M is the total bow
mass, g the gravitational acceleration and d the distance
the COG is horizontally forward of the bow grip at the
time of the shot. If the COG is positioned so that Mgd =
Tr, then the net torque acting to rotate the bow is zero.
The rule for positioning of the bow centre of gravity as
regards bow stabilisation is—the torque generated by gravity must exceed the torque generated by the recoil of the bow.
The distance d required to have zero net torque on
Continued on the Next Page
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balance value of d = 9.6 cm and a bow angle p = 8
degrees. The rule about positioning the bow COG so that
the gravitational torque exceeds the recoil torque means
that the COG must always be physically located beneath
the H-D plotted line.

the bow is equal to Tr/Mg.
Taking the total bow mass as 1.8 kg and using the
above recoil torque value Tr = 1.7 N•m gives a value of d
of about 0.096 meters.
When a bow is shot at any distance it has to be elevated
at some angle p above the horizontal. For a given position of the COG, the horizontal distance it is forward of
the bow grip varies with the bow angle. The COG position for the gravitational and recoil torques to cancel out
is therefore dependent on the bow angle.

Because the riser is heavy, the amount the COG can
be moved vertically is limited by the weight needed to be
added. Let’s say the value of H can be physically varied
between 0 and 4 cm below the grip. If, for the above bow,
the COG was only 8.5 cm in front of the grip, then it
would be physically impossible to locate the COG below
the line. In this case the bow rotation when shot would
be significantly affected by the (variable) recoil torque.
Very often the aftermath of this torque behaviour can be
seen when the long rod appears to jerk upwards immediately after the shot. The only solution here is to increase
the value of D, and move the COG forwards (away from
the bow). The absolute minimum the COG needs to be
in front of the grip is when the zero torque value H = –4
cm, that is D = 9.18 cm.
For torque cancellation if H = –4 cm, then D = 9.18
cm; if H = 0 cm, then D = 9.67 cm. Between these values the COG can be placed above, below, or on the line.
Once D is greater than 9.67 cm, the COG is always
below the line; as D increases, the distance below the line
increases rapidly. For these two cases the value of H
should be the maximum practicable.
If the COG is horizontally below the grip, then, if say
the bow rotates in the direction of long rod end upwards,
the COG moves further forward horizontally, increasing
the gravitational torque opposing the rotation. If the bow
rotates in the opposite direction, the gravitational torque
decreases. With the COG horizontally below the grip you
get this ‘dynamic rotation compensation’ effect which
reduces bow rotation variability. The further the COG is
below the grip, the bigger this effect becomes.
Once the gravitational torque exceeds the recoil
torque, the bow rotates during the shot in the direction
of the top limb moving away from the archer. Because

To play about with the position of the centre of gravity
requires a method of finding out where it is, so one
method of doing this is described. (It assumes the stabiliser rod is at 90 degrees to the string). The COG position is specified as illustrated in the diagram (see above)
by the horizontal distance forward, D, and the vertical
distance down, H, with respect to the throat of the grip.
The value of D is measured as follows. Turn the bow
upside down and find the balance point on the long rod,
close to the riser, where the rod is horizontal (by eye or
bubble level). The value of D is the horizontal distance
from the balance point to a vertical line dropped from
the throat of the grip. The value of H is determined as
follows. Turn the bow so that the long rod is pointing
downwards and find the balance point on the riser, just
below the grip, where the rod is vertical (by eye or plumb
line). The value of H is the horizontal distance from the
balance point to the throat of the grip. The overall gripto-COG distance L is the square root of H2 + D2.
For a given value of d (the distance the COG is horizontally forward of the bow grip at the time of the shot)
and a bow angle of p, the relationship between H and D
for the gravitational and recoil torques to cancel each
other out is given by:
H = (D cos p – d)/sin p.
There are lots of combinations of H and D that will
result in the overall torque being zero for a specific
bow/arrow combination. The accompanying graph illustrates a plot of these H and D values assuming a torque
a r c h e r y
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A factor that sometimes confuses the stabilisation/torque
issue is that, after the shot, the bow is often seen jumping forward. Recoil? What recoil? The key expression is
‘after the shot.’ The riser does not move forward (from
remaining limb and string momentum) until around the
time the arrow leaves the bowstring. The issues about
torque and stabilisation relate to the 0.015 second, or so,
the arrow is on the bowstring, undergoing acceleration.

both the gravitational torque and the bow MoI are both
related to the bow’s mass, the bow’s mass essentially cancels out and the angular acceleration becomes dependent on
the COG-to-grip distance only. The bigger this distance,
the less the bow will rotate, even though the gravity
torque is larger. This is similar to a pendulum. The
longer a pendulum (pivot point to COG distance), the
slower it swings. How fast it swings isn’t affected by the
mass of the bob. Having got the maximum possible value
of D, getting the bow COG as low as possible increases
the bow MoI, reduces how much the bow will rotate during the time the arrow is on the string, and reduces the
effect of torque variation on rotation.
When adjusting the value of H, the long rod assembly is assumed unchangeable, so moving the bow COG
down is done by changing the angle or weights on a Vbar assembly or by using a rod in the lower ‘twin’ bushing. Because the riser’s main stabiliser bushing is located
below the grip, the COG will probably be below the grip
anyway. An angled long rod sloping downward is another method used to lower the centre of gravity, though this
approach requires a good long rod alignment system.

Joe Tapley is 55, married with three children, and lives in
Uxbridge, U.K. His two periods of archery as an activity can be
classified as pre– and post– young family. He shoots Olympic
recurve bow on a purely recreational basis (or put another way, he
lacks the willpower to do the level of practice required to become
competitive). His interest in the mechanics of archery (i.e. how do
things work) arises from a general background in science/engineering.
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Dr. Jeff Marsick

Archery Fitness

Archer’s
Tennis Elbow
^
In a recent survey of common injuries plaguing
archers, the number two villain behind shoulder
pain was elbow pain. Some of you may have
noticed an ache or tenderness on the outside of your
elbow after only a few shots, while others may not
be able to pull the bowstring back at all because of
the pain. What you may have is a case of tennis
elbow. Fortunately, with a few easy exercises and a
modification to your pull, you’ll be back on the
range in no time.

What is Tennis Elbow Exactly?
Tennis elbow, or lateral epicondylitis as it’s called
in medical-ese, is tenderness and pain on the outside (called the lateral side) of the elbow, specifically in the band of muscles that cross over the
elbow joint to connect into the upper arm (the
humerus). These muscles are called extensors, as
their job is to pull your wrist backwards (extension) as if you were holding a tray overhead.
Tennis elbow is an easy condition for tennis players to encounter since swinging a tennis racquet
involves pulling the racquet powerfully backwards before swinging forward. In archers, the
main cause is by not exclusively using your large,
powerful muscles to draw the bowstring, but
bending the wrist as you pull your elbow back.
Keep in mind that there may be other causes of the elbow pain: cervical spine problems
brought on by poor posture, compression of the
radial nerve as it travels down to the muscles in
the wrist and hand, or degeneration of the joint
between the radius and humerus bones. A couple
of simple tests can be used to determine if you
have tennis elbow: 1) Stick your arm straight out
in front of you, palm down. Have someone push
gently down on your wrist while you try to bend
it backwards. Pain will occur at your elbow if you
have the condition; 2) In the same position as
a r c h e r y
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number 1 with your palm facing down, gently
pull your wrist down to stretch the back of your
forearm. There won’t be much flexibility in your
wrist and there may be pain at the elbow; 3)
Again, in the same starting position, with the
palm down, have someone push against the back
of your fingers while you try to push them up to
the ceiling. Again, pain will occur at the elbow if
you have the condition.
What I discuss in this article is directed
towards tennis elbow specifically and should
improve your pain. If it does not, an x-ray may
be needed to rule out arthritic changes in the
joint.
How to Correct It
It has been my experience that the majority of
problems with athletes and their sports is corrected by using proper form. So the first thing
you should do is have someone watch your form
and make sure that the back muscles are doing
the work and that your wrist is not bending
backwards as you draw on the string.
Next is rest and ice. You are only allowed to
work and shoot with that elbow as long as you do
not cause an increase in pain. Use an ice pack for
10-15 minutes on the area, 2-3 times a day. Even
better is to take a dozen Dixie cups, fill them
with water and put them in the freezer. When
frozen, rip off a little bit of the paper and give the
area an ice massage for about 8 minutes, until it
goes numb. Do this 2-3 times a day. Keep the ice
handy, because after you do your exercises, you’re
going to ice the elbow down.
I’m a big fan of Therabands or rubber tubing
to do the exercises with. If you don’t have them,
very light dumbbells will also work. Once you
can hold your arm straight out and push your
wrist up against someone pushing down without
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seeing stars from the pain, then you can start using the
Therabands or dumbbells.
Extensor Stretch
Hold your left arm straight out in front, with your palm
down. Keeping that elbow straight, reach across with
your right hand and gently pull down on the back of
your left hand. You should feel a stretch down the back
of your arm and across your elbow. Hold the stretch for
30 seconds, then relax and do the same on the other side
for 30 seconds.
A variation of this is to gently push up with the back
of your left hand against the resistance, counting to
seven, then relax and let the right hand stretch the left.
Repeat this three times.

elbows supported, roll the bar in your hands, winding
the rope up and lifting the weight all the way up to the
bar. Once at the top, go in reverse, slowly lowering the
weight to the floor. The key here is to get a full range of
motion in your wrists while keeping your elbows
straight: bend your wrist all the way down to turn the bar
up, and bend it all the way back before the other wrist
bends forward to grab the bar and pull it up.

Wrist Extensions
Sit with your arm stretched out in front of you, palm
down, your elbow supported on a table or desk. Tie the
Theraband around your foot and hold the other end in
your hand, or use a light weight (pictured below). Pull
your wrist backwards like you’re revving a motorcycle.
Hold it at the top for a count of two, then slowly lower
your hand, counting to five. Do this twelve times.

Consistency is the Key
An effective elbow rehabilitation program starts with a
consistent exercise routine, stretching before and after
shooting, with ice and rest important for repair and
recovery. While this article demonstrates the exercises
with light weights, always start with therapeutic bands or
tubing, exercising in a limited, pain-free range of motion,
building to a full range as the pain subsides. If at any
point the exercises cause an increase in pain, notably one
that does not go away with rest, immediately stop and
reassess your motion. I always encourage the use of mirrors or video cameras, so that you can actually see what
the muscles are doing and if your form can be improved.
Also, if after a trial of exercise and rest the pain is getting worse or simply not improving, make an appointment to see an orthopedist or chiropractor to rule out
something more serious.

Rope-Ups
This is a great exercise for strengthening your wrist
extensors, but not one to attempt unless you have a full
range of motion that is relatively pain-free.
For this you need a bar, a piece of rope as long as you
are tall, and a light weight. Tie one end of the rope
around the bar, the other end through the weight.
Standing or sitting with your arms outstretched and your

Dr. Jeff Marsick is a Certified Chiropractic Sports Physician
and nutritionist in private practice in Fairfield, CT. A former
Coast Guard officer, he also has a background as a personal trainer. Self-taught, he has been shooting off and on for seven years, but
soon hopes to start shooting competitively . . . lessons might not be
a bad idea, either.
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Lanny Bassham

Don’t Keep a Diary . . .
Keep a Performance Journal
Most of us take lessons from a coach at some time in
our lives and we are all “self-coached” every day. Has
this ever happened to you? Your coach asks you,
“How have you been doing?” and you say something
like, “Okay, I guess!” You say that because you cannot remember, with precision, what you have been
doing because you have no record of it. I believe that
the primary reasons people do not keep a record in a
Performance Journal are that they have never been
given a really good reason to do it and because they
have never been taught how to do it.

Mental Skills

O

Okay! Here is why you must record your
progress in a Performance Journal. I’ll give you
three reasons. First, because you cannot manage
what you do not measure. Simply put, you cannot afford to be in the dark as to your progress.
You need to have a plan to reach your goals. So,
you set a goal, make a plan and go to a competition. Let’s say you do not reach your goal at that
competition. If you have a well-documented
Performance Journal, you can easily determine if
your plan failed or if you just failed to work your
plan. Winning is not an accident. You must plan
your work, work your plan, and be accountable.
Second, I will not coach an individual without a Performance Journal, and if you are a
coach, you should demand it of your performers.
Why? Because without one you are wasting a lot
of time when you try to coach someone. I know,
by referring to the Performance Journal of my
performers, how often they are practicing, how
long the practice lasts, what went on in the training session or competition, what worked and
what did not work, and what the objective of
each session was and if it was accomplished. I
know what equipment was used, when a change
in equipment occurred and the reason for the
change. I know what the competition results
were, what the weather was like on the field and
the start time of the event. And what is even

more important is that if I can determine this
level of information from the journal, then the
performer can as well. How does a coach know
this amount of detail if someone does not record
it? I am not willing to trust my memory or that
of the student on these critical issues. No journal, no coaching from me. You can’t manage
what you can’t measure.
Third, if you are using the journal only to
record information you are not maximizing the
use of a Performance Journal. I believe that the
primary benefit of a Performance Journal is to
build Self Image. Self Image is built primarily by
imprinting both real and rehearsed images.
Every time we think about something it imprints
and shapes our Self Image. I believe that when
we talk about something it imprints with greater
power than just thinking about it. Talking about
a bad end is a fine way to cause it to become a
habit. We become what we think and talk about.
If you want to miss the ten a lot, just talk about
your misses to everyone. It also seems that mental images that are written down have a greater
impact on the Self Image than those that we simply talk about. If you really want to change your
Self Image, make it a habit of writing down what
you wish to have happen. You tend to become
what you write about. But, be careful, do not
write about anything that you do not want to
have happen or you risk disaster.

S
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So, if keeping a Performance Journal is such a
good idea, why do so few shooters take the time
to keep one. Again, I’ll give you three reasons.
First, they keep a diary, not a journal. My definition of a diary is to record your impressions,
good and bad, of what happened today.
Recording statistics can be helpful and we will
do this as well in a Performance Journal, but if
you record your mistakes you are making a huge
mental error and the Self Image suffers. Let’s say

f o c u s

“It is not acceptable to be unable

myself. It is not acceptable
you have a bad day at an event
to remember what I have or have beat
to lose because I’m just too lazy
and you record all of your bad
not done. It is not acceptable to to do what is needed to win!
shots and just how you performed them. The principle of make the same mistakes over and
over because I did not record the A Performance Journal will
reinforcement works against you
big time. You have just improved
solutions the first time. It is not yield great benefits to you if
your chances of shooting these acceptable to not know if my plan you are a coach and have your
on the system.
shots again in the future by writis correct or if it is working at all. shooters
Everyone knows where they
ing them down in your diary. A
Performance Journal, by my def- It is not acceptable to beat myself. are on their mastery curve at all
inition, has no references to bad It is not acceptable to lose because times. This is a painless way to
I’m just too lazy to do what is
keep your shooters accountable
shots, bad experiences, or poor
to themselves and for you to
performances. It is a Performance
needed to win!“
document what you have done
Journal, not a “lack of performance journal.” People who keep diaries often find their for them. Ask any shooter who keeps a Performance
shooting suffers. When this happens they do the correct Journal, “How is it going?” and see if he doesn’t pull out
thing—they throw the diary away. Diaries don’t work, his journal and show you.
but Performance Journals do and are essential if you realPerformance Analysis, the performance journal that we
ly want to improve your shooting in competition.
Second, shooters do not know how to keep a recommend and sell, is designed to do all of the things
Performance Journal and are rarely taught to do so by that I mentioned above and to grow your Self Image cirthose who coach them. If they are taught anything they cle at the same time. We do this by encouraging each perare taught to keep a diary and we have already covered former to fill out the success analysis, solution analysis
that issue. So what should be in a Performance Journal? and goal statement steps in our prepared sheets. After
I recommend that you record critical information in a many years of refinement this system is now available for
journal every day at the end of shooting. You should purchase online at www.mentalmanagement.com or by
record the date, location, time started and total time calling 800.879.5079.
If you feel that you need a complete system to record
spent, weather conditions, what you did (no negatives
here, just record the number of shots, score and dis- your training and competition experiences I encourage
tance), what you did well, what you need to find solu- you to get on board with Performance Analysis, The
tions for, and your goals for the future. You should have Ultimate Performance Journal. It comes complete with a
an equipment page that is constantly updated every time zippered Durahide pad folio with 100 Performance
you change anything. You need a competition page to Analysis hole-punched sheets, a two-inch D-ring storage
record your scores in competition and an easy way to binder with 36 tabs for organization, equipment sheets,
relate them to the performance analysis pages. Next you competition sheets, a filled-out example sheet, a unique
should have a system of storing these sheets in a binder Mental Management stainless steel pen and an audio CD
that you keep in a safe place. Keep your performance on how to use the system.
analysis journal where you can record this information
immediately after a day of shooting. You can remember
things only so long, so do your recording before you
leave the field. Then later place the recorded sheets in
your storage binder.
Finally, most shooters will not keep a journal because
they are just lazy. Look, if you are shooting just to have Lanny Bassham is an Olympic
fun this section may not be for you, but if you want to Coach and an Olympic Gold
win you must separate yourself from the others by your Medalist. He is a member of the
Shooting Hall of Fame,
dedication. I understand, I do not like to document Olympic
ranks third among all shooters in
things either, but I do it because not doing it is just not total international medal count
acceptable. It is not acceptable to be unable to remember for the USA and is one of the most
what I have or have not done. It is not acceptable to make respected mental trainers in the
the same mistakes over and over because I did not record world. His book With Winning
Mind and his Mental
the solutions the first time. It is not acceptable to not in
Management® concepts are used
know if my plan is correct or if it is working at all. It is and endorsed by Olympian and
not acceptable to be defeated in a shoot-off by someone World Champion archers. You can reach him at ...
keeping a Performance Journal. It is not acceptable to or at www.lannybassham.com.

A
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Mental Management is a registered term, owned by Lanny Bassham. It is a violation of federal law to use the
term in any form without permission from the owner. All rights are reserved.
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Joe Becker

Special Feature

Where There’s a Will,
There’s a Way
This past summer my wife’s and my Boy Scout
Archery Instructor status expired, so we jumped at the
opportunity to reestablish our Instructor Cards in a
NADA class in our area. While we attended this class
I mentioned our involvement helping physically challenged people to shoot archery with a special bow
bracket on stands mounted to a plywood base. Thus
our instructors, Claudia Stevenson (Publisher) and
Steve Ruis (Editor) of Archery Focus magazine, asked
if following this year’s Telephone Pioneers of America’s
Northern California Sports Jamboree I would put
together an article and photos.

allow archery to be one of the sports at their
Special Olympics competitions that fall. They
agreed to allow our family to set up and operate
this special archery program on a trial basis. Of
all the participants who attempted to shoot, we
had only one who was not able to release an
arrow towards the target. Thus began 22 years of
helping challenged people shoot a bow and
arrow. Following is an explanation of how
archery has progressed from that first trial event.

F

N

Not being a defeatist, I have always believed that
if a person has a desire to accomplish a goal or
complete a project that when they place enough
effort into that goal, they will succeed. That person may never become a champion, but they will
become the best their ability and talents allow,
which is all any parent desires of their family
members. My job as an electrician at the Sonoma
Developmental Center, California’s largest stateoperated mental facility located in Eldridge, CA,
gave me opportunities to work
around many mentally challenged and physically challenged
people. Each of those people had
problems, but also each was able
to relate to and perform many
activities on their own with a little assistance and instruction.
My belief that physically
challenged people would be able
to enjoy archery as much as my
family and I had over the years
was the reason that I proposed in
1984 to the Special Olympics
Committee at the Sonoma
Developmental Center that they
a r c h e r y
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Following that Special Olympics archery event, I
wrote an article for the California Bowmen
Hunters/State Archery Association newsletter
about physically challenged people who enjoyed
the day of archery. The article was then given to
Mr. Clyde Wright, Chairman of the Telephone
Pioneers of America, First Annual Sports
Jamboree in Northern California for Blind and
Physically Challenged People, by one of our
CBH/SAA members who was a Disabled
Vietnam Veteran. In 1985, Clyde requested our
help with an archery venue at the upcoming
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Sports Jamboree, which would include several different sports events
(similar to Special Olympics programs).
Our family all shot archery and I had served for many years in our
state organization plus most of the clubs we had belonged to. In addition, I served as the National Bowhunter Education Foundation’s
California Chairman and taught many IBEP classes, Boy Scouts,
Hunter Education classes and any other people I could stop long enough
to place a bow and arrow in their hands. To this day, I have been
involved most days of my life with the teaching or promotion of archery.

T

The 2004 Telephone Pioneers of America’s Northern California Sports
Jamboree was held on September 17 and 18 at the Yountville Veterans
Home in the Napa Valley. On Friday, the SBC Telephone Pioneers host
any of the Veterans living at the home who desire to participate in any
or all of the seven sports events (40 Yard Dash, Basketball Free Throw,
Archery, Frisbee Toss, Horseshoes, Pioneer Ring Toss and the Obstacle
Course.). Then, on Saturday, the Telephone Pioneers invite all physically challenged, blind, or wheelchair participants from all areas who wish
to attend.
Participants began gathering at about 8 AM, getting checked in
with at least one volunteer assigned to each participant to assist in their
personal and safety needs. After all participants have arrived an opening
parade (see photo at left) is held, followed by an opening ceremony in
which the games were declared open. Several teams of about 10 or so
participants then begin participating in each of the seven sports venues.
(My wife, Joan, and I may be prejudiced, but we believe archery is the
most popular of all the events.) Following the completion of all events
by our special guests, a lunch is served. Then as stomachs and food are
settling, gold medals on red, white and blue neck ribbons are awarded
to each participant.

N

Now for a description of the equipment used for the archery competition. We set up 122 cm FITA target faces on a matt and stand at 10 to
15 yards. The bows are 20 pound draw, solid fiberglass bows, so they
Continued on the Next Page
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"Lanny does an outstanding job
of boiling down all the mental training
mumbo jumbo to a form anyone can
understand and benefit from. His book is
easy to read and understand and I
recommend it at all my seminars.“
—Jay Barrs
Olympic Gold Medalist - Archery
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take the abuse of being clamped in a telephone cablesplicing bracket mounted to a 11⁄2-inch galvanized pipe
30 inches high. The cable clamp has a mounting pipe
which slides inside the galvanized pipe, and they are bolted together to eliminate movement. A one and a half
inch pipe flange is bolted to a sheet of 3⁄4-inch plywood in
each of the front corners of the plywood about 6˝ in from
each side. (One each for a left- and right-handed shooter.) Then a cable clamp facing opposite directions bolted
to the threaded pipe is screwed into each pipe flange. We
had four sets made which allow for any combination of
left- and right-handed shooters allowing four archers to
compete at once. After the mounting of the clamps, the
fiberglass bows are clamped to the brackets.
Once this is done, the bows are strung and fine tuning of bows and clamp adjustments are made for arrow
flight to the gold ring. Because the bows are mounted
rigidly, attempting to angle the string when drawing in
an aiming direction gives just the opposite result that
people plan for. Thus, just allowing the string to follow
its natural path
when pulled
and released
proves to be
the most accurate technique.
These special bow brackets were made
after a couple
of years of the
S p o r t s
Jamboree
because many
of our participants did not
have enough
use of their
hands or arms
to pull or hold
a bow.

We always provide a selection of handheld, left- and
right-handed, variable poundage recurves and compounds for anyone able to shoot with standard equipment. Many of our participants have little use of their
hands, so for them we use a release aid with a trigger and
strap. With an assitant attaching the release to the string
and pulling, the participants still enjoy the pull of the
trigger and the flight of the arrow.

N

No, this does not constitute archery as we have learned
it, but for the severally physically challenged it gives
them a day in their lives of enjoying arrow flight each
September. Many attend year after year, and we have had
some who actually managed to purchase equipment and
become archers. In addition to the Telephone Pioneers
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holding their Jamboree each year for the past 20 years,
the Walnut Creek Lions Club now includes archery at
their annual fun day for physically challenged people in
a Regional Park at the base of Mt. Diablo, California.

Joe Becker lives in Yuba City,
California with wife Joan, who is
his co-archery instructor/promoter,
as they generally work as a team.
He has been an archer/bowhunter
for 50 years. Active in several
archery & conservation organizations. His main interest is education, promotion and protection of
future hunting priveleges, archery
and firearms. Past California NEBF/IBEP Chairman, inducted
into the California Archery Hall of Fame 1992, Level 2 NAA
instructor, Master Instructor NBEF, California Hunter
Education Instructor, NRA Firearm Instructor, Past Boy Scout
Shooting Sports Camp Director. In addition Joe has instructed
many other groups in archery and written many short articles for
publications.
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Archery Focus Back Issues
Back Issues of Archery Focus magazine are US$. each, which includes shipping and handling in the U.S. Call for international shipping
prices. Call ... or fax ... or write us at  Greenhorn Road, Grass Valley, CA . Supplies are limited.
For a current index, go to www.archeryfocus.com or see Vol.5, No.1 for an index through the year 2002.
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Steve Ruis

Al Henderson’s
Other Book
“I generally ask a sudent, “What’s your biggest
problem?” What I am really after is his version of the
problem. I want to know what he is thinking about.
In many cases archers will indicate things that are
pluses in the context of discussing what they feel is
their problem.
“A person can enjoy the sport of archery without
becoming a major champion . . . if you can give only
a certain amount of time to archery, then . . . you will
only be able to attain a certain proficiency level. I
don’t see enough people in archery drawing pleasure
from the success level their lifestyle allows them to
attain.
“After 40 years of coaching, people continue to
ask me if there is a magic ingredient that can make
them successful and are most surprised when I
answer, “Yes, there is.” That ingredient is called faith.
My understanding of faith is that it is simply one’s self
confidence. Webster’s dictionary defines faith as “a
complete confidence in something that is open to
question or suspicion.”
“A good coach has to understand people. He has
to accept them for what they are and how they are
and then try to mold them differently if he feels that
is a necessary ingredient to their success.”
As an archery coach I read a lot about coaching
in one book and a lot about archery in another. It is
rare, very rare, to find a book that talks about both.
Peak Performance Archery is just such a book, written
by a master archery coach. Find a copy. Read it. Read
it again. Somewhere in the book Al makes the point
that to be a good coach, you have to keep learning.
My opinion is that you are better off when you can
learn from the best.
Peak Performance Archery
by Al Henderson with Dave Staples
1987, ISBN 0-936531-03-7
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Coaching Archery

I am writing a book on coaching archery because,
well, there is nothing out there for beginning to intermediate level coaches. The project was triggered by
an Amazon.com search for books on “coaching.” That
search had 21,363 hits. Apparently coaching is a popular topic on which to write. I then searched for
“coaching archery.” This is what I got:
1. Teaching Archery (by Haywood and Lewis) A book
long out of print.
2. Archery (by Jean Barrett) An out of print archery
book, but . . . not a coaching book.
3. Professional Archery Technique (by Kirk Etheridge)
An excellent archery book but also . . . not a coaching book.
4. Lonely Planet Canada Huh?
5. The Six Wives of Henry VIII Henry the Eight was a
big supporter of archery . . . but . . . sheeesh!
In other words, there aren’t any books for beginning
to intermediate, or even elite, archery coaches.
But in my research I came across Al Henderson’s
book—no, not Understanding Winning Archery,
although that is a good book for coaches to have (I
reviewed it in AFm, Vol. 7, No. 5). I ran across Al
Henderson’s “other book,” Peak Performance Archery.
Understanding Winning Archery is for archers—Peak
Performance Archery is for coaches. Actually, both
shooters and coaches will benefit from reading either
one.
Unfortunately Henderson’s “other“ book is out
of print (but then so was UWA until we reviewed it!).
Scour used book stores. Try www.abebooks.com. You
need a copy of this book!
The author rambles quite a bit, and is even
hokey in places, but that is okay. There are great stories everywhere and even a chapter on archery fitness
written by Rick McKinney and Sheri Rhodes. Treat
this book like a vein of rich ore. You will find nuggets
of wisdom on just about every page. Here are some
examples—

Attending the World Archery Festival?
Attend a free, one-hour seminar on—

Mental Performance Under Pressure
with Lanny Bassham
Also available are a limited number of spots
in a special three hour seminar with Lanny
( per participant)
Stop by the Archery Focus or Mental Management
booths in the Vendor Display Area for times and rooms.

Sponsored by Mental Management
and Archery Focus magazine
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Mark Your Calendar!
$1,000,000 Three Star Tour!
More Fun! More Money!
$300,000 in Purse Money • Five Target Events • Three
Indoor 3-D Events • WAF/NFAA Shooter of the Year
• Vendors • Shoot-Offs • An ATV • A New Car
World Archery Festival—The Vegas Shoot
Las Vegas, Nevada
February 25-27, 2005
NFAA Indoor Nationals
NASP National Competition
Louisville, Kentucky
March 16-20, 2005
WAF Archery Classic
(formerly the Alantic City Archery Classic)

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
April 15-17, 2005
For More Information See
www.worldarcheryfestival.com
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James Swan, Ph.D.

Bull’s-eyes
in
the
Mind’s
Eye
M e n t a l Im a g e r y f or A rc h e rs
Taped on my computer monitor, just above the screen,
is a quarter-sized, orange, stick-on dot. It has a hole
directly in the middle. This reminds me of an arrow
that I shot at a target where this dot was pasted on the
center of the bull’s-eye and, for a moment, I did everything right.

Mental Skills

I

I recall the shot. I’m an instinctive shooter who uses
a vintage recurve. I was standing at 45 yards away. I
took in a breath, slowly exhaled as I focused on the
target. Then I drew, held for a moment and released:
a pattern that I’ve done hundreds of thousands of
times over decades. This time I made a perfect shot.
I wish that I could do that every time, but as
you all know, it doesn’t work that way. What counts
in tournament archery is how consistently you can
replicate perfection, or near-perfection, to get high
scores.
My perfect shot reminder is like a trophy of a
mounted head of a deer, or a trophy won at a meet:
a reminder of a positive moment in sports performance. Such memorabilia have more than a sentimental value. Research has shown that before a performance situation, if you can quietly sit and recall
past positive experiences
when you were “in the
zone” and you performed
at your best, you will be
more relaxed, focused and
positive in the event you
are about to participate in. The more vividly you
can recall such events, the better.
Vivid recall involves mental imagery, an important tool for any athlete.
Positive memory recall is one of a number of
different ways that images in the mind’s eye can be
used to aid an archer’s performance. In this article I
will cover several different types of mental imagery

that can be helpful in improving your scores, and
perhaps life in a broader sense.
Daydreaming and Hypnogogic Imagery
The mind speaks in images. Remember when your
teacher caught you day dreaming in class and you
were embarrassed or reprimanded? When we are
not immediately focused in the here and now of
physical reality, our minds can wander anyplace,
imagining almost anything. With “controlled day
dreaming” you can turn boring or stressful situations into more relaxed and positive experiences that
put you in a better mental state.
Day dreaming can be a tool to help improve
your performance. Right before a match, consider
doing some purposeful daydreaming, thinking of a
peaceful tropical island, or maybe a secluded glen in
a forest with a spectacular waterfall. Such thoughts
can reduce your anxiety level and put you into the
“alpha” relaxation state, which is where the zone of
peak performance unfolds.
When you are in bed lying quietly, about to slip
into sleep, images may suddenly pop up in your
mind’s eye. This is called hypnogogic imagery,
which differs from day
dreaming as the images
arise spontaneously from
the unconscious or subconscious minds, like a
visual report about what’s
going on below consciousness, perhaps a little like
the evening news on TV. Such imagery may be
more abundant and vivid during times of stress, and
act as a safety valve to let off pressure when tension
builds. Learn to relax and observe such imagery,
rather than reacting to it. If you do not tense up
when unexpected imagery appears, you will more
likely slip off into sleep more quickly and be train-

“Day dreaming can be a
tool to help improve your
performance.”
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have been teaching athletes to visualize themselves performing their sports with perfection for over 30 years. Golfers,
basketball players shooting free throws, field goal kickers,
volleyball players, divers, gymnasts, as well as archers and
shooters, all now use visualization to improve their performances.
One quick way to illustrate the power of imagery is to
hold your arm out in front of you and have someone put
downward pressure on the arm to test your strength. Once
you have established your base muscle strength, again
extend your arm, but this time imagine that a beam of white
light is shooting out of your fingers and striking a target on
a wall. Hold that image of your arm being like a flashlight
and have someone test your arm strength again. You will
find that it has increased considerably. The applications are
obvious.

ing your mind to be less distracted in waking states.
Dreaming
We all dream. Freud showed us how dreams can be a voice
of the unconscious and important to our lives. Learning the
language of dreams takes time. There have been volumes
written about dreams and still we are all students. It is as if,
every night, a Zen master sends us koans to guide our lives.
There are many different kinds of dreams. Psychiatrist
Dr. Stanley Dean at the University of Florida Medical
School identified over a dozen kinds of dreams of personal
and collective consciousness. Some of the most memorable
are “lucid dreams,” which have a surreal, extraordinarily
vivid quality; and precognitive dreams which foretell a
future event.
Black Sect Tantric Buddhist Master Lin Yun believes
that there is a pattern to our dreams. Dreams of the first part
of the evening are personal, often relating to immediate
problems or situations. Dreams that appear later in the
evening are more likely to have broader social or collective
themes, and perhaps mythic images. Finally, just before
waking is the time when precognitive dreams are most likely to appear, as this is our preparation for the coming day.
Dreams are voices of truth, albeit sometimes watery,
creative, and difficult to understand. If you have trouble
recalling your dreams, drink water before going to bed. This
will force you to wake up during the night to go to the bathroom, and as you do, you will be more likely to recall your
dreams.
During times of stress, like right before a meet, you may
be more prone to have vivid dreams. Keeping a journal of
your dreams always is helpful, especially at such times.
Simply writing them down makes a connection between the
unconscious and conscious minds, which helps build congruity in your life, as well as aiding interpretation. A dream
journal helps you see patterns in symbolism that represents
your own personal dream language.
Most often dreams involve imagery and symbolism.
However, sometimes a voice will speak in dreams and give
you some direct information. Carl Jung felt that such
dreams were important, almost as if a divine voice was
speaking to you directly. I have known world-class athletes
who have received very specific information, including performance tips, right before a game or meet.

M

Mental rehearsal is one of the most common and well-documented mental training techniques. Sports psychologist
Thomas Tutko, Ph.D., in his most important book Sports
Psyching: Playing Your Best Game All of The Time
(Tarcher, 1978) suggests 20 minutes a day for mental
rehearsal practicing. A typical practice begins with sitting in
a quiet place with your equipment. To help establish positive imagery, bring with you some photos of you or someone you admire, performing what you want to practice.
Study the pictures until you feel your muscle-memory sensing how you would carry out the act you want to practice.
Now relax. You may use any number of techniques –
breathing, mental imagery, autogenic training, and/or the
Jacobsen muscle relaxation method. When you are relaxed,
hold your bow in your hand and imagine how you would
shoot each shot perfectly, going through the shooting process in slow motion. You may focus on one particular aspect
of shooting, or the entire process from nocking the arrow to
release. When you visualize shooting an arrow in your
mind’s eye, follow the shot through to the bull’s-eye.
Perfection begins with a powerful positive image of success.

James A. Swan, Ph.D., has
taught psychology at the
Universities of Michigan, Western
Washington State, Oregon and
Washington. Drawing on studies
with the Esalen Sports Center, he
had a private practice as a counselor for a decade, during which
time he worked with a number of
world-class athletes from a number of sports. He is currently a
Research Adjunct at the Institute
of Transpersonal Psychology. For
more information see: www.
jamesswan.com.

Harnessing Mental Imagery
If you watched the recent Olympics you may have seen
many athletes with headphones, lying down with their eyes
closed prior to a performance. Sometimes they are simply
listening to mood music. Other times the tape uses imagery
and positive affirmations preprogrammed to help direct the
athlete’s mind in mental rehearsal for the upcoming event.
Mental rehearsal is one of the most popular and successful applications of mental imagery. Sports psychologists
a r c h e r y
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Special Feature

A Winter’s Reading
In the winter there is not as much time to
shoot, especially out of doors, so we do a little
equipment work, we shoot indoors, and we read.
We also have had quite a few book reviews piling up, so we feel now would be a good time to
share with you some of the books our reviewers
are enjoying.
Archery Fundamentals
A Better Way to Learn the Basics
by Douglas Engh
125 pages, US$15.95
Reviewer—Steve Ross
Archery Fundamentals, A Better Way to Learn the
Basics, is a welcome addition to the literature of
archery. It is aimed at the beginner who wants to
acquire solid, allaround knowledge of
archery. The book covers both recurve and
compound disciplines
and
attempts
to
answer all the usual
questions a newcomer
to the sport might ask.
Equipment,
form,
scoring and competitions are all covered
with the goal of getting a new archer shooting as quickly as possible.
As much as I liked Archery Fundamentals, it
was difficult for me not to overlook a few flaws.
In the recurve section, safely stringing the bow
was well covered as it should be. Performing this
incorrectly can be hazardous to life and bow
limbs. A photograph shows the lower loop of the
a r c h e r y
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bowstring secured with a rubber band, as is good
practice, but the accompanying caption is confusing. It states, “Stringing the lower loop of the
bow.” I believe the author wanted “Securing the
lower loop on the bow.” Another section of the
book describes installing a nock locator. The text
does a fine job of why this is critical and how to
check it with a bow square. What is missing is a
picture showing this process. While they say a
picture is worth a thousand words, in this case
surely it would have been worth at least a few
hundred.
Please don’t get me wrong, much of the
information even a seasoned veteran may not
know. Developing a smooth release is a challenge
for every recurve archer and I was glad to find
the “bucket drop” exercise explained (and illustrated with a picture!). Also commendable is the
description of the draw and release. When I
started archery it was very mysterious why I
could not group my arrows. A common mistake
the beginner will make is thinking that it’s all in
the aiming. Doug Engh, the book’s author and
President of the National Alliance for the
Development of Archery (NADA), explains that
it is only after you attain a shot sequence and
have repeatable form that you can expect your
arrows to group. His description of weight transfer to the back is critical for high-level success in
the sport. All of this information would have
saved me much frustration (and time spent looking for lost arrows) if I had known it when I
started archery.
I was also glad to see the author included a
section on working with a coach. This is overlooked in many other introductory texts but is
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critical if one hopes to have success in competition.
All in all I say Archery Fundamentals, is right on target as an easy to read introduction to the sport. If you
want to get started on the right track and hitting the ten
ring quickly, Archery Fundamentals is the book for you.
Table of Contents:
Chapter 1 Bows
Chapter 2 Arrows
Chapter 3 Shooting Recurve
Chapter 4 Shooting Compound
Chapter 5 Grips, Anchors, and Releases
Chapter 6 Taking Aim
Chapter 7 Tight Groups
Chapter 8 Scoring Performance
Chapter 9 Accessories
Chapter 10 Tuning and Repair
Chapter 11 Competition
Handbook of Modern Recurve Tuning—
Start to Finish
by Richard A. Cockrell
164 pages, US$19.95
Reviewer—Steve Ruis
The Handbook of Modern Recurve Tuning—Start to
Finish by Richard A. Cockrell is exactly what its title purports it to be, a step-by-step handbook for the tuning of
modern recurve bows. It isn’t entirely successful, but I
think that if you shoot any FITA recurve style, you will
find this a more than useful
addition to your library.
From the beginning,
the author is in harmony
with his goal by spiral
binding his book. This
means that the book will
lay flat on a bench while
you are working through
its recommended procedures. Other authors please
take note, if you want your
readers to be working
through your book while
handling their equipment,
do like Richard Cockrell did and spiral bind the book.
The strength of the book is in its comprehensive
treatment of recurve bow tuning. I didn’t see anything
significant that was left out. The author, nevertheless,
claims that his book is “not a replacement for other
guides available.” His focus is on the sequence and struc-

ture of tuning procedures in a step-by-step manner.
The weaknesses of the book are that the organization
gets a little jumbled from time to time. There is nothing
serious, but I think there were times when the explanations and the procedures got mixed together a bit too
much. Also, the text was a bit ragged in places—nothing
that prevents the book being used productively; it is just
a little jarring to read “brake” when the word meant was
“break.” And, quite a few of the diagrams were printed at
low resolution so they show “jaggies” on curves. None of
these are really serious flaws and shouldn’t prevent you
from working your way through the recommended procedures.
An especially valuable section of the book is the last
one—“Trade Offs.” Almost everyone gives lip service to
the fact that tuning is simply optimizing your bow setup
to make your setup as forgiving of the mistakes you make
as is possible. There is no such thing as a perfect tune or
“one size fits all” kind of tune. In fact, most bows can be
tuned well with vastly different parameters. Cockrell
includes most comprehensive tables on what happens
when you change any parameter of your setup, that is,
Continued on the Next Page
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shoulder alignment, stance, and bow arm position, all of
which are essential parts of consistent form.
I was surprised how user friendly the book is. The
type is small, but much more legible than was the case
with Mastering Compound Bows, Park’s earlier book.
Diagrams in the first chapter introduce the terminology
used throughout the book and serve as a useful reference
guide. The steps in the tuning process are well illustrated; diagrams included address force–draw curves and
sight leveling.
One area in which Park is extremely knowledgeable
is what the arrow does in midair. He shows in several diagrams how the arrow flexes and bends around your
plunger/rest. He goes into depth in a chapter on arrow
flex, shot by a recurve bow. I was unaware of the physics
of arrow flex before reading this section, which must
underly any understanding of arrow spine being matched
to your bow and your form.
Park also briefly explains different tuning techniques, including bare shaft testing, paper tuning, and
powder testing. He advocates powder testing and paper
testing for compound bows, and powder testing and bare
shaft tuning for recurve and any other bows shot with
fingers.
What sets Mastering Bow Tuning apart from all
other tuning guides and books is Park’s ability to cover so
many topics with such mastery. In other tuning guides, I
have found that the author can effectively cover one
aspect but usually tries to do too much. Park’s extensive
use of diagrams and charts also make this book stand out.
Whether you are a seasoned hunter, a competitive
field or FITA shooter, or a fresh beginner, everyone will
find this book useful and a great advantage against your
competition.

how that change will affect your arrow’s speed and
dynamic spine, including changes in everything from
draw weight to fletch weight to string weight. The bow
and arrow is a closed system and any change you make
affects quite a few things. (I remember a barebow shooter who took a couple of pounds off of his compound
bow and actually got better cast! He effected a better
spine match between bow and arrow and ended up with
a more efficient transfer of energy from bow to arrow!)
Knowing what will be affected by the changes you make
gives you a better understanding of the whole bow-arrow
system and quite possibly makes this chapter worth the
price of the book all by itself.
I have quite a few tuning guides around, but it is
nice to have all of the information and step-by-step procedures I need in one resource. If you are an intermediate or advanced recurve shooter, the Handbook of
Modern Recurve Tuning—Start to Finish should be on
your bookshelf. (If you are a beginner just getting serious, get the book now and read it before all of the advice
you will get overwhelms you.)
Mastering Bow Tuning
by James Park
CD Format from www.urbanarchery.com.au, AU$35
Reviewer—Miles Ross
James Park, 1999 Australian compound champion,
world indoor masters champion, 2002 world record
holder, and three-time World Field Archery
Championships competitor, has come out with
another great instructional
book. Mastering Bow
Tuning covers all aspects of
tuning for both compound
and recurve bows: arrow
analysis, cam timing,
equipment selection, testing techniques, force–draw
curves, and more. Both
compound and recurve
bows are covered in depth,
with emphasis on the compound shot with a release and Olympic style recurve, the
styles in which Park excels.
Park first briefly explains proper archery form, which
is is a necessary requirement for the tuning process. If
you do not have consistent, proper form, then the tuning process is essentially a waste of time. He goes through

Other titles by James Park include:
Mastering Archery Technique Analysis AU$35
Mastering Compound Bows AU$35
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Harjinder Singh Obhi

Understanding and
Estimating Arrow Speed

K

Knowledge of arrow speed allows you to judge
your equipment against others’ in a reasonably
objective way. You may be a “man-mountain,”
but it does not necessarily mean that a weaker
archer will shoot slower arrows than you. Of
course, what really matters is your ability to
shoot each arrow with the same launch speed,
just like a target rifle maintains a consistent muzzle velocity. For other discussions on arrow speed
see the excellent articles in AFm by Wise (2001)
and Stolleis (2000) listed at the end of this article.
The Bow-Archer-Arrow System
The basic physics of the bow-arrow-archer system is straightforward. The bow’s potential energy at full draw is converted into the arrow’s
kinetic energy according to the system’s efficiency. The efficiency is a number that relates to the
proportion of the potential energy that is “lost”
in the sense that it is not converted into the
arrow’s kinetic energy. Instead, this “lost” energy
a r c h e r y
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is converted into kinetic energy of the moving
limbs and string, vibration, and sound energy.
(Does yours say “thunk!” or a high-pitched
“wack-grrrrr…!”?)
The arrow’s kinetic energy is simply half the
mass of the arrow times the square of its speed or
(1⁄2mv2). So, arrow speed depends upon:
• The efficiency of the bow-arrow-archer system
• The bow’s potential energy at full draw
I will now consider each of these in turn.
Efficiency
The more efficient the bow-arrow-archer system,
the faster the arrows will fly. Now an archer has
some control over the efficiency. We all know
that a nice clean loose will send your arrows out
faster than a poorly executed shot. Efficiency is
also affected by equipment factors, such as the
physical properties of the arrow and string, stabilisation, type of finger tab, arrow rest, tuning
and, indeed, interference from clothing. Years
ago, when I first shot through a chronograph and
did some number-crunching, I found it quite
interesting to learn that heavier arrows generally
shoot more efficiently from a given bow set-up. I
suppose this is because the impulse from the
string has a longer period to act on a heavier
arrow (so the energy transfer is better). Of
course, heavier arrows travel slower and the rule
often quoted is that, with all other things equal,
a 5 grain increase in arrow mass results in a speed
decrease of about 1 fps (and vice versa).
Potential Energy
Consistency in shooting form means trying to
ensure that the bow’s potential energy at full
draw is the same for every shot. The full draw
potential energy equates to the area under the
bow’s force-draw curve. Irritatingly, potential
energy can be altered by inconsistencies in shoot-
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“Better a slow bull’s-eye than a fast miss,” the saying goes. Speed isn’t everything, but there are certain
situations where it helps, such as in unmarked field
and long-range target archery, especially in windy
conditions. This article considers speed from three
angles. First, it discusses the basic physics and the
effect of equipment factors, including bracing
height. Second, it describes a way of estimating
arrow speed without shooting any arrows. By
spending a little time playing with this calculation
you can develop a feel for how various parts of the
bow-arrow-archer system contribute to arrow speed.
There is no substitute for good measurements, however, and the third section provides an overview of
speed measurement methods, including some
thoughts on measuring arrow speed without sophisticated equipment. There is some math in this article, but don’t let that put you off!

ing form such as not pulling to the same draw length
every time, changing the position of the bow arm and
varying the relaxation of the bow hand. Equipment factors also affect the potential energy at full draw. For
example, it can be altered dramatically by changing
limbs, or moving clicker position, or more subtly by
varying bracing height. All these affect the form of the
force-draw curve, and bracing height is worthy of more
discussion.
Bracing Height
I believe that much myth and misunderstanding
abounds as to how bracing height affects the cast of a
bow. Some state that increasing the bracing height
(shortening the string) increases the bow weight at full
draw (Easton (2000)), while others state, “Contrary to
popular opinion, changing bracing height does not
change bow weight” (Win & Win (2004)). Experimental
work by Amsterdam University researchers Tuyn & Kooi
(1992), verified the findings of Hickman, et. al. (1947),
which found that increasing bracing height does not significantly affect the weight at full draw. Indeed, changing
bracing height has little effect on the upper part of the
force-draw curve of the recurve bow under test. My own
measurements agree with this.
Although Tuyn & Kooi’s work is consistent with the
second view stated above, many people still think that
increasing the bracing height increases full draw weight.
Why is this, and how can these opposite views be reconciled? Perhaps it has to do with the relative size of the
change. It seems clear that small changes in bracing
height—Tuyn & Kooi measured up to about an inch on
a 68 inch bow—do not greatly affect the upper part of
the force-draw curve. However, perhaps larger relative
changes might affect full draw weight. Indeed, (possibly
more informal) measurements by Canadians Clifford &
Marsh (2000) appear to indicate that relatively large
increases in bracing height can increase the bow weight
at full draw for both recurves and longbows (no change
that they measured was less than two inches on a 62 inch
bow). Alternatively, perhaps the perception is a psychological thing, due to the fact that the force increases more
rapidly in the first few inches of draw on a highly-braced
bow.
In summary, decreasing bracing height:
• Increases the area under the force-draw curve, that is,
the full draw potential energy,
• Lengthens the bow’s power stroke,
• Probably does not increase the force at full draw much,
unless the change of bracing height is relatively large.

A 27˝ mini flat bow that I made out of scraps of wood. This is a mean
little thing – arrows can skewer corrugated cardboard at 15 yd!

The net result is that decreasing bracing height
increases arrow speed (and vice versa). A rough rule is that
a change of 0.5 inch affects the speed by about 2.5 fps
(Win & Win (2004)). But there’s a fly in the ointment.
From a tuning perspective, consistency is affected by
bracing height (Needham (2002)) and an optimum setting must be found. It is common for this to be done by
choosing the setting with the least noise and vibration.
Since noise and vibration often decrease as bracing
height is increased, a significant number of target archers
favour a high bracing height. On the other hand, traditional archers using wood bows often select the lowest
bracing height (typically 4˝ to 6˝) that gives adequate
string clearance and acceptable arrow release, in order to
minimise bow set (string follow). The bottom line is that
bracing height directly influences arrow speed and tune –
it must be monitored during shooting and tuning.
Estimating Arrow Speed from your Armchair
Arm yourself with some facts about your equipment and
a calculator (preferably programmable, or a spreadsheet),
and from the comfort of your armchair, you can estimate
arrow speed without making a shot. From the simple
notion that the kinetic energy of the arrow = efficiency x
potential energy of the fully drawn bow, arrow speed v, is
given by:
v = √[ 2ηApg(d - b) / m ]
(equation 1)
in ms–1 (I work in SI metric units, to convert to fps
simply multiply by 3.28)
Where:
η = efficiency of the system. For a recurve, it would
normally be a number between 0.60 and 0.85, 0.76
being typical of a modern bow with a fast flight string
(Wise (1992), Tuyn & Kooi (1992)). Compounds range
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from 0.50 to 0.80 (Wise
(1992). All wood bows are
likely to be at the lower end of
these ranges and efficiencies
around the 0.4 level are plausible (Kooi (1993));
p = draw weight of the
bow at full draw, in kg;
g = acceleration due to
gravity, 9.81 ms-2, (so that pg
= the full draw force in newtons);
d = draw length in m;
b = bracing height in m.
Both d and b must be measured to the same reference
point on the bow, e.g. the centre of the pressure button, in
which case d will be shorter
than your arrow length;
m = mass of the arrow in
kg;
A = what I call the “Area
Factor.”
A relates to the shape of the
force-draw (F-D) curve. In
Figure 1 (see top of page 36), the
solid straight line bR represents
the F-D curve of an “ideal” longbow. The dashed and dotted lines
represent the F-D curves of a
compound and recurve, respectively. The area under the longbow curve is half of the area of
the rectangle QRdb = 12⁄ x pg x
(d – b). In other words, A for an
“ideal” longbow is around 0.5. If
the bow had a lot of set or tillered
such that the F-D curve were Ushaped, then A would be less
than 0.5. A recurve, on the other
hand, has A greater than 0.5, 0.6
to 0.65 being typical (personal
measurements and Figure 5 in Tuyn & Kooi (1992)).
Compounds can vary a great deal, and you would need details
of your F-D curve to work out the area under the curve, to
use in place of Apg(b – d) in equation (1) above (see for example, Wise (1997)).
So for my recurve, the calculation goes like this:
A = 0.63

h = 0.76
p = 41 lb = 18.6 kg;
d = 29˝ = 0.737 m;
b = 9.8˝ = 0.249 m.
m = 378 grain = 0.0245 kg
The arrow speed v comes to 193 fps. This compares well
Continued on the Next Page
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Figure 1

with the value of 195 fps measured through a Shooting
Chrony model chronograph.
All the variables in equation (1) are measurables, except for h. Therefore, to some extent, h is a “fiddle factor,” as it can be changed to alter the results.
Nevertheless, if you plug this formula into a spreadsheet,
it is really instructive to play with the variables to see how
they affect arrow speed. Another example is a 27˝ mini
flat bow that I made out of scraps of wood. It shot 9˝
kebab stick arrows weighing 1.4 g (22 grain) and its two
-strand Dacron string was braced to 1.5˝. I measured its
F-D curve on kitchen scales and it was slightly U-shaped,
reaching about 7 lb @ 7.5˝, with A estimated at 0.47.
Assuming an efficiency of 0.45, I predicted its speed to
be 124 fps. The chronograph measured it at 121 fps.
This is a mean little thing (see photo top of page 34) –
arrows can skewer corrugated cardboard at 15 yd – endless fun!
Measuring Arrow Speed
Imagination is the only limitation when it comes to ways
of measuring arrow speed. Here are my musings on various methods, which for convenience I have classified
into two categories – time of flight methods and other
a r c h e r y
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methods.
Time of Flight Methods
Chronographs Most chronographs work by timing the
arrow flight between two points a known distance apart.
Many detect the arrow’s shadow using light sensors that
start and stop clocks. However, there are other ways to
trip the clocks, and I would love to know if there are any
inexpensive devices out there that use supermarket-style
criss-crossing laser mesh sensors.
Audio Detectors Neat gadgets, such as the Tumer
Prosport TMR ARF 3000 use microphones and telemetry to detect the sound of the clicker, the release and the
hit on the target.
Electromagnetic Detection The arrow, especially if
the pile is magnetised, can be detected as it flies through
a pair of wire coils a known distance apart. An electrical
signal is induced in the coils (see Tuyn & Kooi (1992)).
Metal Foil It is feasible to shoot through a pair of
thin metal foil contacts. Breaking the foil trips the timer
switches.
Rotating Discs Perhaps more suited to bullets than
arrows, two discs of a suitable material mounted concentrically some distance apart on an axle are rotated at high
f o c u s

speed. The projectile is shot parallel to the axle and
through both discs. The speed can be determined from
measuring the holes (the second disc rotates a bit more
than the first disc before it is penetrated).
Human Senses Train your own senses to “measure”
arrow speed next time a friend is shooting at 90 m/100
yd. Stand by the line and as soon as your friend shoots,
count “thousand 1, thousand 2, . . . etc” in 1 s intervals,
until you hear the arrow impact on the target. To minimise errors due to the time it takes for the sound to
reach you from the target, you could subtract ~0.3 seconds from each of your measurements or, less sociably,
stand to one side of the range at about 45m/50 yd. Take
the average over a few shots to give the time, t, and the
average speed in fps will be about 300/t, neglecting air
resistance. A typical compound arrow at 300 fps would
reach the target in about 1 s, a fast recurve at 200 fps in
1.5 s, and a typical longbow at 150 fps in 2 s, but arrows
do slow down significantly over 100 yd.
Other Methods
Photography This involves measuring the distance the
arrow flies between picture frames that are recorded at
known intervals. So it’s a “distance of flight” rather than
time of flight method. Nowadays, even domestic video
cameras could be used. The frame rate is typically 30
frames per second, which means that an arrow at 300 fps
will travel 10 feet between 2 consecutive frames. In comparison, an arrow at 200 fps will only travel 6.7 feet
between frames.
Radar Speed Meters Like police radar guns, these
use a frequency-shifting effect (the Doppler effect) to
determine the speed of a moving object.
Ballistic Pendulum Probably more suited to bullets
than arrows, this method involves shooting into a target
that hangs like a pendulum. The speed of the projectile
can be calculated from measuring the movement of the
pendulum. (Harjinder—I have an article from the 1930s
describing how to build a ballistic pendulum to measure
arrow kinetic energies. It was done ... then.)
Software/Calculations Advanced software (like
Archer’s Advantage and others) can calculate arrow speed
from information that you input. The calculations may
be semi-empirical or completely theoretical, and can be
remarkably accurate.
Trajectory Methods These usually involve measuring arrow drop, launch angle or range, to work out the
initial speed of the arrow. There’s interesting physics here,
so I will discuss them in a little more detail.
Neglecting air resistance, it is easy to work out the

launch speed of a projectile if you know the maximum
range that it can reach. However, in reality, arrows are
affected by drag and I’ve found that the maximum range
formula does not give realistic results for arrow speed.
Shooting out horizontally makes the projectile equations
much simpler (see Obhi (2002)), and in theory, the
speed in fps is 4x√(h), where x is the horizontal distance
travelled and h is the vertical height from which the
arrow is shot, both in feet (neglecting air resistance). This
formula is attractive because it is simple, but it does not
give me good answers in practice. Another way of
putting it is that the speed in fps is 4√[(a2 – b2) / D],
where the arrow is shot initially horizontally, D is the vertical distance that it drops from distance a to b, all in feet
(I’ve not tested this version of the same formula, mainly
because it involves too much setting up and measuring –
I’d rather be shooting!).
Nevertheless, it seems a reasonable approximation to
say that when an arrow is shot horizontally from your
normal shooting stance, the distance it travels is proportional to its speed, i.e., v ~ kx, where x is the distance
where it hits the ground, assuming level ground, and k is
a constant. This means that if you have a level range that
allows you to shoot out horizontally, preferably so that
the arrows hit a target boss just an inch above the
Continued on the Next Page
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ground, this will give you x. If you are able to measure
the speed of that arrow (e.g. through a chronograph),
then you’ll have worked out your own k (from v/x).
Thereafter, to find out the speed of an unknown arrow,
all you need to do is shoot it out horizontally to establish
the distance at which it hits a target just above the
ground. Go ahead and try it, but don’t blame me if you
spend hours trying to find arrows buried in the “green”.

Stolleis K (2000) Arrow Speed, Archery Focus,
September/October 2000
Tuyn C and Kooi B W (1992) The measurement of
arrow velocities in the students’ laboratory, European
Journal of Physics 13 pp. 127-34

For the mathematically-minded, it’s much easier to do all
this in a comfortable armchair with a long ruler. If you
know sight marks for two distances a and b (b > a), then
(ignoring parallax errors - from the distance between
your eye and the arrow nock at full draw - and air resistance), you can calculate out your arrow speed as follows:
v = √(ga/sinA)
where A = tan–1 [sinB / {(b/a) – cosB}]
and where B = 2 x distance on the sight scale
between your two sight marks, in inches, divided by the
distance from your eye to the sight scale, in inches.
This is easy to do in a spreadsheet or program and it
seems to work fairly well. For my recurve bow, the figures
are: a = 20 yd, b = 40 yd, distance between the marks =
0.95˝, distance from eye to sight = 38.5˝, which gives v
= 198 fps. Again, this compares well with the measured
value of 195 fps.
I leave the derivation of this formula as an exercise
for the reader (between ends, of course).
Happy shooting!

Win & Win (2004) Win & Win Bow Tech, available
from www.win-archery.com
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Traditional Archery

Brian J. Luke

Blooper Bows and
Wooden Swords

Part 1 of 2

I recently had the privilege to introduce a sixteenyear-old young man named Mike into the world of
archery. Mike is a friend of my middle son Ben and
has been secretly admiring my archery equipment
until one day my son Ben came to me and asked,
“Dad could you string up a couple of bows so Mike
and I can shoot? Mike thinks your archery stuff is
awesome!”

M

My son Ben and his friend Mike are both computer game junkies, so impressing one of them
with my archery stuff is an accomplishment of
great magnitude! So, being extremely willing
to nurture Mike’s newfound interest, I geared
them up and we headed outside. Ben is eager
to show Mike the ropes, because Mike has
never shot an arrow before. Ben on the other
hand has been brought up around archery; he
will shoot occasionally when the mood strikes
(usually when he is grounded from the computer). I have never pushed my archery passion on my family, but they know they are
always welcome to join me if they so desire.
Mike on the other hand is some fresh young
blood with virtually no previous exposure to
the sport. As eager as Ben is to impress Mike
with his knowledge of the sport, Ben picks up
on my excitement of Mike’s interest and asks if
I would give Mike a few pointers.
“My Dad’s an eight-time National
Longbow Champion,” Ben proudly boasts.
Mike is now truly impressed, but if the truth
be known it sounds far more impressive than it
actually is. However, I refrain from commenting on the boast for fear of ruining Mike’s
moment, not to mention the fact that my ego
enjoyed it.
The bow I intended to let Mike shoot was
my blooper bow. This is a self longbow made
from yew, 70 inches in length with the girth
a r c h e r y
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big enough to have a 60 pound draw weight, yet
the poor bow can only muster up 22 pounds of
force to hold it at a 28 inch draw. The wood in
this bow has the resilience of a marshmallow. It
has so much string follow it barely changes shape
when un-strung. The low brace tension enables
the string to be easily torqued and twisted about
when drawing an arrow. The release of stored
energy of this bow is so low it does not even mind
being dry fired. The last I checked this bow
would shoot a 400 grain arrow at a whopping
speed of 84 feet-per-second. No, not 184, but 84
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my instructions to Mike I knew Ben’s radar ears are picking up on every word.

feet-per-second; and that speed can only be obtained
with a very clean release!
I know that you are thinking “Poor Mike!,” but there
really is no need for pity. I did not inform him of his
inferior weapon, he was an eager pupil with no expectations and anxious to hear what I had to offer.

O

N

Now at my outdoor range, I had the boys stand about 10
yards from the target while I fastened a rope directly
under the target and tightly stretch it to where the boys
are standing. I first have Mike stand on the line and get
him into a comfortable stance that positions his dominant eye to be directly above and inline with the cord I
have stretched. I then explain to Mike that this line represents everything that he needs to know about the fundamentals of archery. I interpret his puzzled look from
my comment as to say “there really has to be more to it
than that!”
He is right, so I continue to explain that every act of
shooting the arrow needs to be working along this line.
The placement of your hand on the bow and your finger
on the string, the string itself, the arrow and the opposing tensions required to draw the bow back are all to be
working along this line. I believe it started to make a little sense to Mike so I began with the way to hold the
bow. Hand placement is not so obvious with a straight
handled long bow that closely resembles a broomstick
than it is with a nicely fitting pistol grip of a recurve.
There is a lot of room for error in the handling of either
grip; I just believe the effects of hand torque on the
straight handle grip of the longbow is more pronounced
and easier understood both in error and correction.
Please understand that I was not trying to turn Mike
into a traditional longbow archer. I was simply using the
longbow as a tool to help me explain the fundamentals
of archery.
Equipped with a full-length arm guard Mike takes
the bow by the handle and raises his bow arm to a horizontal position as he is instructed. His drawing arm is left
hanging comfortably along his side. I then reach in and
take the string to create some tension in his bow hand. I
partially draw the string and do my best to draw the
string in line with the one he is straddling. While I am
holding the tension of the string I have Mike experiment
with different hand positions enforcing the ideal situation of having the tensions in the bow hand to be working with and along the line he is straddling. I wanted him
to both see and feel that different hand positions causes
the tensions felt in the hand to seem as if they are working with or against the straight line to the target.
To further demonstrate this I prepare Mike for what
I am about to do next. Keep in mind that I would not do
this next step of instruction with any other bow than my
blooper bow. The blooper bow stores so little energy and
has so much girth that dry firing it does no harm.
Starting with very short draws I have Mike concentrate
on his bow hand and how it reacts as I draw the string
and release the arrow. Not having an actual arrow flying

Over the years I have given a lot of thought as to how I
would teach archery to a young person such as Mike, and
now I had a chance to put my theories into practice. I
explained to Mike that I had shot archery on and off for
ten years before I received any proper shooting form
instructions and have spent the last 30 years battling the
bad habit demons I picked up in those first ten.
Listening intently he tried to appreciate what I was trying to do for him.
I will spare you the repetition of good shooting form
basics that can be found in most any treatment of the
subject. My intention in this article is to introduce a few
additional methods to get a new archer to really understand what the fundamentals of archery are all about.
I quickly realized that before me lied two unique
opportunities to teach archery, one is for the new and
eager Mike, the other is for my son Ben. You see, Ben
will only listen to formal instruction for a very limited
amount of time; however Ben does not miss a thing that
is going on around him. By intentionally only directing

Continued on the Next Page
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to the target keeps Mike focused on what I am trying to
demonstrate. We try out different bow hand positions to
get the reaction of the bow arm on the shot to best follow the line to the target. This takes a trained eye, but
soon Mike both feels and sees how changing hand positions affects the bow arm reaction. I continue to do this
for Mike while gradually drawing the bow to about a
half-drawn position. During the process he not only
becomes comfortable with the bow arm reaction, but
Mike is both viewing and feeling a perfect bow arm reaction time after time. It is virtually impossible for him to
anticipate the shot and lose resistance in his bow arm
because he has no idea when the string will be released.
Knowing the poor kid just wanted to come out and
shoot a few arrows I tried to keep the process fun by saying things like “Did you see that! That was perfect. If I
had a bow arm like that I could probably double my
scores! He did not need to know that it would be very
hard to collapse on a shot while someone else is releasing

out in line with the string and he instantly corrected the
problem. I told Mike that I have seen people struggle
with this for hours on end and he was able to correct the
condition in less than a minute! I really was impressed
and I think Mike also felt a sense of accomplishment.
I also wanted to believe the weak string tension of
the blooper bow helped Mike see how easy it is to disturb
the string and just what to do to correct it. The slightest
bit of drawing finger torque will put that string into an
“S” shape and this was quiet visible to Mike while he was
in his early pre drawn position.
Now that Mike had mastered keeping the arrow on
the rest (his knuckle) we began to talk more about the
predraw and what a great place it was to reflect on what
we had learned. At the predrawn position I had Mike
make a mental note of the tensions in his bow hand and
drawing hand and to make any necessary corrections to
get these tensions in line with the very line he is still
straddling. By now Ben is getting a little restless, so I

the string for him. I just wanted him to feel my excitement and to fill him with confidence.
And you know what? It worked; he was both eager
and patient to listen to the next step of instructions.

incorporated him in the instruction process by demonstrating to Mike a fully drawn position. Ben jumps back
and forth from a side-of-the-face anchor to a side-of-thechin anchor and looks very solid with both styles. I
explain to Mike some of the differences and then demonstrate to him the target style under the chin anchor. We
talk about each one and that he should feel free to try any
or all of them. He decides to go with my suggestion of
the side of the face anchor with his index finger in the
corner of his mouth to start.
About this time Ben is in need of a little more action
so he asks me if I mind if he starts shooting a few arrows.
I can tell Mike is getting anxious to do the same so I
compliment him on his level of maturity in listening to
me all this time and that there are just a few more things
to go over before he too will be shooting arrows.
This is the point at which the line I have stretched
becomes most helpful. Timing ourselves with Ben’s
shooting Mike and I work on developing a consistent
fully drawn position or anchor point. Most of our work
at developing a consistent anchor point began at the predrawn position using our line to help Mike develop the

M

Most of us can recall what a challenge it was the first time
we tried to draw an arrow. The arrow seemed to mysteriously fall off the rest on every attempt. Well, now imagine trying this for the first time with a traditional longbow with no arrow rest. The arrow simply rests atop your
knuckle with no helpful little side finger as many modern arrow rests have.
Mike had the expected difficulty but both Ben and I
assured him that it was a normal part of the process and
we had a good laugh with it. After a few comical
attempts I showed Mike the reason for this apparent phenomena. I reminded him of what I had said earlier about
the whole body needing to work along the line I had
stretched to the target. I pointed out his tensed knuckles
as he grasped the string. The tension in his knuckles created an angle that was working against that line. By simply relaxing his knuckles, Mike was able to flatten them
a r c h e r y
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proper shooting posture. At this pre-drawn position we
discuss string alignment, arrow alignment, and aiming. I
could read Mike’s expression as if to say “Aiming . . .
finally aiming, now we are getting somewhere”! Still at
our pre-drawn position I explain to Mike there are several different methods to aim the arrow but I would like
him to be patient with me and try and learn the “point
of aim” method first. I chose the point of aim method to
first help Mike develop proper body posture in developing his fully drawn anchor position. A visual line to the
target instead of an imaginary one helps a new archer to
understand that you must align the entire arrow along
the line not just the point. While developing his anchor
Mike could visibly see if the rear end of the shaft was not
parallel with the line to the target and, with my guidance, was better able to understand how to make the correct body posture adjustments to get the entire arrow in
line. I feel this is a better way to explain rear end arrow
alignment than by just telling the new archer that that
rear end of the arrow needs to be directly under the aiming eye. They simply can not see that, but they can see
the arrow and align the arrow along a visible line to the
target. The correct alignment becomes even easier to see
if you have an extra long arrow that sticks out several
inches beyond the bow at full draw, the longer the better.
Explaining to Mike at this distance of ten yards to
the target the arrow point when viewed from his fully
drawn position will need to be aimed below the target on
the ground somewhere along the line we have stretched.
Placing a marker on the line at a place I felt Mike would
be able to hit the target I have him practice drawing the
bow and aiming at the marker. He is getting excited now
because he knows he is getting close to actually shooting
an arrow.
In the meantime Ben has been shooting arrows, his
groups were rather erratic at first, but the longer I
instructed Mike, the better Ben shot. I knew he was
hanging on my every word, in fact I even caught him
pausing to listen a few times with the expression on his
face indicating “Oh, I forgot about that”!
I was impressed with how quickly Mike was able to
find the correct body posture to obtain a fairly consistent
anchor and I was even more impressed when viewing
him from behind to see how closely he was in line at full
draw!
Now I was getting excited, I wanted to see that kid
shoot some arrows, but I had a couple of things I needed to explain. . . .
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Brian Luke is a devoted husband and father of three
teenagers. He has worked as a tool and die maker since 
and has been a lover of the bow since , when at the age
of four he received his first bow and arrow set (a fiberglass
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longbows in  and has since won seven National
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Division. He has won four Outdoor Nationals and five
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Next time—“I explained to Mike earlier that I wanted to
first teach him the point of aim method. . . .”
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